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RAISING OUR STANDARDS



WHAT WE OFFER
Caring for Coastline's visual brand is the responsibility of the
communicators at the college. This is a publication of the
elements and how-to's that help maintain a consistent,
cohesive, and effective visual identity for Coastline College and
its entities. 

The Coastline College Office of  Communications, Public
Relations, and Marketing is dedicated to communicating
information about the College to both internal and external
audiences. The department uses a range of media, community
relations, graphic design, and digital media tactics to
communicate to a variety of audiences. The Communications
staff is here to help let others know about the exceptional work
being done at Coastline.



COLLEGE BRANDING
College Branding refers to the visual
components that apply across all non-
sport & club entities at the College,
including fonts, colors, and various
graphical elements and treatments.

ADMINISTRATIVE BRANDING
Administrative Branding assets are for
the non-academic, non-sport & club
entities at the College. Think if this as
"Executive Communications".

ACADEMIC BRANDING
Academic Branding elements can be
used by colleges, centers,
departments, labs, and programs.
The assets here help to begin to
apply the overall College branding
to specific departments on campus.

ESPORTS & CLUBS
BRANDING
Sports & Club Branding is solely
intended for use by the Esports and
Student Clubs Department. The
assets here must be used in strict
adherence to the brand standards.

Branding Types



BRAND VALUE
Our brand is where our story takes shape.

Brand is more than just a logo. It’s an idea or perception that lives in
the hearts and minds of people. A brand is the Reputation, Quality,
Personality, Experience, Message, and Unique attributes of an
organization.

It’s the intersection of what we say about ourselves, how we act, what
people think of us, and why we’re different from other higher
education institutions. It’s authentic. It inspires and makes the
College’s contributions and value easy to understand.

By having a strong, unified brand we shape our audience's perception
and cultivate a personal connection through the stories we tell.

Let’s tell it with pride.



BRAND
PLATFORM
We’re a distinct part of one of the largest, most industrious, and most
diverse counties in the world. Our students, faculty, and staff are part of
the fuel that makes this city run.

Dolphins are intelligent, friendly, inclusive, and driven to excel and with
award-winning faculty – we’re gaining speed. Dolphins like to be free to
"surf the waves" in the ocean and Coastline Dolphins like to have the
freedom "surf the digital waves" online.

This is what makes Coastline a "College on Your Terms".

We are also a partner committed to civic engagement with our neighboring
communities - dolphins only live in communities, always helping each
other.

Our positioning statement can be proven by stating facts, using examples,
and telling specific stories relating to our three brand pillars: Coastline
Strides, Accessibility and Convenience, and our Innovative mentality.



COASTLINE MISSION
Focus on Access
Student Success
Achievement
Innovation
Flexible Courses
Guide Diverse Populations
Provide Degrees
Provide Transfers
Support Services
Financial Aid/Scholarships



COASTLINE GOALS
Coastline Strides

Top-ranked academic programs
To be the first choice of students, every time,
for certificates and transferable 2-year
degrees.
Access and Quality - flexible schedules, many
quality degrees, and certificates taught by
quality instructors interactively delivered.

Staggering Potential in OC
and in Online Learning

Multiple campuses for easy access around
OC and online.
Coastline College provides an innovative
learning experience that facilitates a secure
future.
Helpful and friendly staff; quality and
knowledgeable instructors; many support
resources available for new, current, and
former students; intention to serve
everyone, especially online, inclusive feeling.
Believe that Coastline keeps them dialed
into their path - to financial stability; They
want to know they couldn’t have made a
better choice – Coastline is Purchase Proof!

Self-Starter Mentality
Should see Coastline as a unique facilitator to do
the things they want to do.

A variety of the latest courses; explore interests;
industry training opportunities, a degree at a
good price, with job opportunities waiting.





COASTLINE PERSONALITY
If our brand were a person, these are the
characteristics we would use to describe them.

Excellent/world-class programs, liberal arts, and professional programs, faculty,
and staff
Innovative/forward-looking, Open-minded, inclusive, collaborative, socially
conscious
Empathetic/we care about student needs and their success
Global/international students, faculty, and programs; engaged in the community 
Diverse/kaleidoscope of people, programs, and learning opportunities
Entrepreneurial/Confident, fearless, adaptable, and pioneering

Now that we’ve established the basics of our positioning and personality, how do
you communicate with all this in mind?



META TAGLINE



ACTUAL TAGLINE



VOICE AND
TONE
The Coastline voice is fun, innovative and authentic. We’re efficient
with our copy. We choose to use shorter, more direct words to make
our points clearly and succinctly. Why? Our students are busy! Our
stories and accomplishments speak volumes on their own. We just
need to tell them.

Our brand positioning statement is informed by the following tonal
words that reflect the College’s personality:

Innovative
User-friendly
Bold
Flexible
Direct
Aspirational

Use these words to guide you when developing communication pieces.
Not all the tone words are used in every piece. They can be dialed up
or dialed down depending on your audience and message. All Coastline
communications should reflect at least two of these tone words.



VISUAL
IDENTITY
OUR TEAM HAS DEVELOPED
GUIDELINES THAT SHAPE
OUR REPUTATION AND
SHOWCASE OUR BOLDNESS
AND ORIGINALITY WITH
IMPACTFUL LOGOS, A
UNIFIED COLOR SCHEME,
AND ASPIRATIONAL
GRAPHICS AND IMAGES.

The Unexpected Is Engaging—Embrace It
Surprising or unusual combinations—such as the intersection of science and art—

create intrigue; they’re great ways to engage an audience and bring to life Coastline’s
interconnected culture. Example: This homepage forces the reader to consider the

Environmental Sciences in a new light.



IN BODY COPY

Sample:
Chemistry - Find the proper formula for course composition and work-life properties at
Coastline. A degree in Chemistry will cause a positive reaction in your career as you gain

insights of the physical universe.

Weaving the Brand into
Your Materials
This PROGRAM copy explains
COASTLINE’s commitment to
CREATIVE collaboration.
Similar copy can easily be
woven into many
communications throughout
the COLLEGE without
overshadowing a different
primary message.



BRANDING
Our colors, logos, and
fonts are just a small
part of the branding,

but the most important
part of the brand in

order to retain:

brand recognition.



COLOR HARMONY GUIDE (WEB)



COLOR HARMONY GUIDE (PRINT)



ACCENT COLORS



THE GEOMETRY OF OUR PRIMARY LOGO



PRIMARY LOGO COLOR GUIDE



SECONDARY LOGO



SECONDARY LOGO COLOR GUIDE



WORD LOGO



MONOCHROME LOGO



FONT FAMILY



COASTLINE PROGRAM LOGOS



BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO...NOT REALLY



CORRECT PRIMARY LOGO USAGE



INCORRECT PRIMARY LOGO USAGE



BRAND IDENTITY

Business Card Template

Letterhead Email Signature
Name Badges



DOLPHIN CREST LOGOS



DOLPHIN FULL BODY SIDE



MASCOT BRAND IDENTITY



CORRECT DOLPHIN CREST USAGE



INCORRECT DOLPHIN CREST USAGE



MASCOT BRANDING



MASCOT BRAND IDENTITY



MASCOT BRANDING FAMILY



OFFICIAL BRAND IDENTITIES



OFFICIAL BRAND IDENTITIES



BRAND IDENTITIES



THESE ARE NOT LOGOS - THESE ARE THEMES



GRAPHICS - BOLD, CLEAR, EASY-TO-READ



IMAGERY - BOLD, CLEAR, AUTHENTIC

Website

Video

Print



IMAGERY - BOLD, CLEAR, AUTHENTIC



MARKETING



DIGITAL MARKETING



UNDERSTANDING THE FUNNEL



DIGITAL
TACTICS SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

PLATFORMS
INFLUENCER MARKETING
EMAIL MARKETING
CONTENT MARKETING
SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION (SEO)
MARKETING. ...
PAY-PER-CLICK (PPC) 
AFFILIATE MARKETING
MOBILE MARKETING


